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We study the existence of positive homoclinic solutions of the second order
equation
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g R, IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the coefficient functions a x , b x , and g x are continuous and satisfy
0 - a F a x , 0 F b F b x F B , 0 - c F g x F C.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Assuming that the coefficient functions are 2p-periodic, we prove the existence of
Ž .a nontrivial positive homoclinic solution of Eq. I whenever
B2 y b2 - 4ac.
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problems that are obtained by using the mountain pass theorem. Using the same
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the existence of positive homoclinic
solutions of the second order equation
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g R, IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the coefficient functions a x , b x , and g x are continuous and
satisfy
0 - a F a x , 0 F b F b x F B , 0 - c F g x F C 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
with a, b, B, c, C g R.
w xIn 5, 7 , the existence of homoclinic orbits is established in situations
Ž . Ž .that include Eq. I for the case b x ’ 0. Our goal is to study the case
Ž .where b x is a bounded nonnegative function.
We present two existence results. In the first one, assuming also that
Ž . Ž . Ž .a x , b x , and g x are 2p-periodic, we prove the existence of a
Ž .nontrivial positive homoclinic solution of Eq. I as long as
B2 y b2 - 4ac. 2Ž .
Ž .We observe that this condition is trivially satisfied if b x ’ 0, which
shows the result we present is a generalization of the corresponding result
w xin 7 for the scalar case.
Ž . Ž . Ž .In our second result, we suppose that a x , b x , and g x are even
differentiable functions. Assuming moreover that
xa X x ) 0, xb X x F 0, xg X x - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
we prove the existence of a unique nontrivial even positive homoclinic
Ž .solution of Eq. I . This result extends the existence theorem established in
w x Ž .5 , where b x is identically zero. The above condition is also assumed
XŽ .there with xb x F 0 trivially satisfied.
These results are obtained by variational techniques. In the first exis-
tence theorem, we find the homoclinic solution u as the limit, as n “ q‘,
of periodic extensions of positive solutions u of approximating periodicn
w xproblems defined in the intervals ynp , np , n g N. Such approximating
solutions are obtained as critical values of associated functionals, by using
the mountain pass theorem. The variational characterization of the respec-
tive critical values allows us to derive some estimates and pass to the limit.
w xThis problem was suggested by the paper of Grossinho and Sanchez 3 ,
Ž .where the existence of periodic solutions of Eq. I was considered.
In the second existence theorem, we use a similar approximating proce-
dure but for a boundary value problem and apply a lemma of Korman and
w x Ž w x.Ouyang 6 see also Gidas, et al. 4 .
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This type of procedure has been used by different authors to study the
existence of homoclinics, namely in the case of Hamiltonian systems. We
w x w x Žrefer to Rabinowitz 7 , Abrosetti and Bertotti 1 for an autonomous
. w x w xsystem , Korman and Lazer 5 , and Ariolli and Szulkin 2 . However those
Ž .results do not apply to Eq. I . Essentially, not only does the nonlinearity
w xwe consider not satisfy the hypotheses assumed here, but also 1, 7, 2 do
not concern positive solutions.
2. POSITIVE HOMOCLINIC SOLUTIONS
In this section we consider the existence of positive solutions of the
problem
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g R,Ž . Ž . Ž .
PŽ .Xu "‘ s u "‘ s 0,Ž . Ž .
known as homoclinic solutions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose a x , b x , and g x are continuous 2p-periodic functions
such that there are positive constants a, b, B, c, and C verifying
0 - a F a x , 0 F b F b x F B , 0 - c F g x F C , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
4ac ) B2 y b2 . 4Ž .
For every n g N, we consider the periodic problem
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g ynp , np ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
PŽ .nu ynp s u np .Ž . Ž .
w xSet I s ynp , np and consider the Sobolev spacen
H s u g H 1 I : u ynp s u np ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n n
with the norm
1r2np
X 2 25 5u s u x q u x dx .Ž . Ž .Ž .n Hž /ynp
Ž .We solve P using mountain pass theorem and obtain uniform esti-n
mates for their solutions. We need the following technical result contained
w xin 7 .
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1 Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let u g H R . Then:loc
Ž . w xi If T G 1, for x g T y 1, T q 1 ,
1r2
Tq1 X 2 2max u x F 2 u t q u t dt . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /w xxg Ty1, Tq1 Ty1
Ž .ii For e¤ery u g H ,n
5 5 ‘ 5 5u F 2 u . 6Ž .L Žynp , np . n
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let assumptions 3 and 4 hold. Then, for e¤ery
Ž . Ž .n g N, the problem P has a positi¤e solution u x . Moreo¤er, there is an n
constant K ) 0, independently of n, such that
5 5u F K . 7Ž .n
Proof. Consider the modified problem
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g R,Ž . Ž . Ž . q qPŽ .nu ynp s u np ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž q.where u s max u, 0 . It is easy to see that solutions of P are positiveq n
Ž . Ž . Ž q. Ž .solutions of P . Indeed, if u x is a solution of P and u x hasn n
Ž .negative minimum at x g ynp , np by the equation, we derive the0
contradiction
0 s uY x y a x u x q b x u2 x ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Then u x G 0 and u is a solution of P .n
Ž q.To prove the existence of a solution of P we consider the functionaln
f : H “ R defined byn n
np 1 1 1
X 2 2 3 4f u s u q a x u y b x u y g x u dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn qž /2 3 4ynp
Ž q.Critical points of f are weak solutions of P and, in a standard way,n n
classical solutions. We show that f satisfies the assumptions of then
mountain pass theorem.
In the following C denote positive constants.j
Ž . Ž .Step 1. f satisfies the PS condition. Let u ; H be a sequencen j n
and suppose there exist C , j such that for j G j ,1 0 0
np 1 1 1 C1X 2 2 3 4u q a x u y b x u y g x u dx F , 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ž /j j j jqž /2 3 4 2ynp
np
X 2 2 3 4 5 5u q a x u y b x u y g x u dx F u . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H nž /j j j jq j
ynp
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Let us denote a [ min 1, a . By 8 and 9 it follows thatÃ
np np1 1
4 35 5C q u G g x u dx q b x u dxŽ . Ž .n H H1 j j , q j2 3ynp ynp
np1
4 3G g x u q b x u dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H j , q j3 ynp
and also
np
2 X 2 25 5a u y C F u q a x u dx y CŽ .Ã n H ž /j 1 j j 1
ynp
np np1 2
4 3F g x u dx q b x u dxŽ . Ž .H Hjq j2 3ynp ynp
np2
4 3F g x u q b x u dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H jq j3 ynp
5 5F 2 C q u .Ž .n1 j
Ž .Then u is a bounded sequence. By the compact imbedding H ;j n
w x Ž .C ynp , np , u has a convergence subsequence in H .j n
Ž . Ž .Step 2. Geometric conditions. Obviously f 0 s 0. By assumption 3 itn
follows that
npa 1 1 1Ã 2 225 5 < < < <f u G u q u a y B u y C u dx. 10Ž . Ž .n Hn ž /4 4 3 4ynp
2 2'Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž .By 6 , if u s r [ 4B q 9aC y 2 B r6C ) 0 then f u G ar rn n
4 ) 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u x g H be such that u x ) 0 if x g y1, 1 and u y1 s0 1 0 0
Ž .u 1 s 0. Consider the function0
w xlu x , if x g y1, 1 ,Ž .0u x sŽ .Ã0 ½ w x w x0, if x g ynp , np _ y1, 1 .
Ž .It is easy to see that f u - 0 for l large enough. By the mountainÃn 0
pass theorem, there exists a solution u g H such thatn n
c s f u s inf max f v t , f X u s 0, 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n
ggG w xtg 0, 1n
where
w xG s v t g C 0, 1 , H : v 0 s 0, v 1 s u x . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ãn n 0
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Ž .Moreover, using the variational characterization 11 , we have
ar 2Ã
c G ) 0.n 4
Ž .Therefore, u is a classical, nontrivial, and nonnegative solution of P .n n
Step 3. Uniform estimates. Let n G n G 1. By continuation with a1
Ž .constant, H ; H and G ; G . Using variational characterization 11n n n n1 1
we can infer c F c F c and thenn n 11
np 1 1 1
X 2 2 3 4u q a x u y b x u y g x u dx F c . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n n n n 1ž /2 3 4ynp
Ž .Multiplying the equation P by u and integrating by parts,n n
np np
X 2 2 4 3u q a x u dx s g x u q b x u dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H Hn n n n
ynp ynp
Ž .Then, by 12 ,
np np1 1
X 2 2 3 4c G u q a x u dx y b x u q g x u dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H1 n n n n2 3ynp ynp
np1 aÃ 2X 2 2 5 5G u q a x u dx G u .Ž .Ž .H nn n n6 6ynp
Ž .We get 7 with K s 6c ra, which completes the proof.Ã1
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let assumptions 3 and 4 hold. Then problem P has a
positi¤e homoclinic solution.
Ž .Proof. For every n g N, consider the solution u of problem P , givenn n
Ž . w xby Lemma 2. By 7 , and the embedding of H in C ynp , np , there is Kn 1
5 5 0 Ž . 5 Y 5such that u F K . Then, by equation P , it follows that u F K ,C Cn 1 n n 2
5 5 2which easily implies u F K, where K , K , and K are positiveCn 1 2
constants independent of n. Consider the periodic extension of u to Rn
and denote it by the same symbol. Then u is a 2np-periodic solution ofn
Ž . Ž .Eq. I . By the bounds obtained above and Eq. I we can derive that there
Ž . 2 Ž .exists a subsequence of u which converges in C R to a solution u ofn loc
Ž .P that satisfies
‘
X 2 2u q u dx - ‘. 13Ž .Ž .H
y‘
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Ž . XŽ .It remains to show that u is nonzero and u "‘ s u "‘ s 0. Let
w xx g ynp , np be a point where u attains its maximum value. Sincen n
Ž . Y Ž . Ž .u x ) 0 and u x F 0, it follows by Eq. I thatn n n n
u x ya x q b x u x q g x u2 x s yuY x G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n n n n n n
Ž . Ž .Then, by assumptions 3 and 4 ,
2'yb x q b x q 4a x g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
u x GŽ .n n 2g xŽ .n
2'yB q b q 4ac
G s C ) 0, 14Ž .32C
independently of n.
Let us denote by HU the space that consists of the periodic extensionsn
of the functions of H and denote by f U the functional defined on HU byn n n
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f u s f u . Observe that whereas the coefficient functions a x , b x ,n n
Ž . Ž .and g x are 2p-periodic functions, if u x is a 2np-periodic solution ofn
Ž . Ž .I , then u x q 2 jp is also a 2np-periodic solution for all j g Z. More-n
U Ž .over, by a change of variable, it is easy to see that the functional f u isn
U Ž . U Ž . Ž .invariant by a translation of x by 2 jp , that is, f u s f u s f u ,n s n nj
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žwhere u x s u x q 2 jp . Therefore, replacing u x by some u x qs n nj
. Ž .2 j p if necessary, we still obtain 2np-solutions of I , satisfying the aboven
bounds derived by using variational arguments, such that, moreover, they
w xhave maximum points x appearing in the interval yp , p . Therefore wen
w x Ž .can assume x “ x in yp , p . By the uniform convergence of u onn 0 n
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .yp , p and by 14 , it follows that u x G C ) 0. So, the solution u x0 3
Ž .of I is nontrivial and nonnegative.
Ž .By 13 and Proposition 1 it follows that
Tq1 X 2 2lim max u x F lim u x q u x dx s 0, 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
T“"‘ w x T“"‘xg Ty1, Tq1 Ty1
Ž .so u "‘ s 0.
XŽ . Ž .Next we prove that u "‘ s 0. By assumption 3 there exists M ) 0
< YŽ . < XŽ .such that u x F M in R. Suppose, by contradiction, that u q‘ / 0
Ž XŽ . . .the case u y‘ / 0 is analogous . Then, there exists « ) 0 and a
< XŽ . <sequence y “ q‘ such that u y G « for all n. By the Lagrangen n
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«Ž . Ž .theorem, for x g y y d , y q d , where d g 0, ,n n 2 M
X X X Xu x G u y y u y y u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Y < <G « y u j y y xŽ .n n
«
G « y Md G .
2
Therefore
d« 2y qdn X 2u x dx G ,Ž .H 2y ydn
Ž .which is a contradiction to the equality of 15 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that if a x , b x , and g x are positive constants, assumption 4
is satisfied and there exists a positive homoclinic solution of the equation
uY y a u q b u2 q g u3 s 0.
Ž .Of course, in the case of constant coefficients, problem I can also be
studied using the phase plane. For example, in the case a s b s g s 1,
'5 y 1there is a positive stationary solution u s which is inside periodic0 2
Ž X.orbits u, u tending to a positive homoclinic solution.
Further, using the above method, we can prove the existence of a
Ž .symmetric positive homoclinic solution of I under adequate assumptions
on the coefficient functions. Our result is based on a lemma proved by
w xKorman and Ouyang 6 , and is an extension of a result due to Korman
w x Ž . Ž .and Lazer 5 , where Eq. I is considered with b x ’ 0.
Let us consider the problem
uY q f x , u s 0, x g yT , T ,Ž . Ž .
16Ž .
u yT s u T s 0.Ž . Ž .
1Žw x q.Assuming f g C yT , T = R and
f yx , u s f x , u , x g yT , T , u ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
f x , 0 s 0, x g yT , T ,Ž . Ž . 17Ž .
xf x , u - 0, x g yT , T , u ) 0,Ž . Ž .x
w xwe recall the result of Korman and Ouyang 6 .
1Žw x q. Ž .LEMMA 4. Assume that f g C yT , T = R satisfies 17 . Then any
Ž . XŽ . Ž .positi¤e solution of 16 is an e¤en function such that u x - 0 for x g 0, T .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose now that a x , b x , and g x are differentiable functions that
Ž .satisfy 1 and such that
a x s a yx , b x s b yx , g x s g yx . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Assume moreover that
xa X x ) 0, xb X x - 0, xg X x - 0. 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
As previously, we consider approximate problems
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g yT , T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
PŽ .Tu yT s u T s 0,Ž . Ž .
Ž .then prove, via variational method, the existence of solutions of P , forT
T ) 0. After obtaining uniform estimates we pass to the limit as T “ ‘.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5. Let assumptions 1 , 18 , and 19 hold. Then, for any T G 1,
Ž . Ž . X Ž .problem P has a unique solution u x . Moreo¤er, u x - 0 for x gT T T
w x0, T and there exists a constant K ) 0, such that
T X 2 2u x q u x dx F K , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H T T
yT
independently of T.
Sketch of proof. Consider the modified problem
uY y a x u q b x u2 q g x u3 s 0, x g yT , T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q qPŽ .Tu yT s u T s 0.Ž . Ž .
and the functional
1 1 1T X 2 2 3 4f u s u q a x u y b x u y g x u dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HT ž /2 3 4yT
on the Sobolev space
H s H 1 yT , T s u g H 1 yT , T : u yT s u T s 0 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T 0
5 5 Ž T Ž X 2Ž . 2Ž .. .1r2with the norm u s H u x q u x dx .T yT
Paralleling the proof of Lemma 2, we can derive the existence of a
Ž .solution u g H of P such thatT T T
c s f u s inf max f g t and f X u s 0, 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T T T T T T
ggG w xtg 0, 1T
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where G is the usual class of paths in H , and using the variationalT T
Ž .characterization of c , we infer the estimates 20 .T
w .By Lemma 4, the function u is strictly positive on 0, T , even, andT
X Ž . Ž xu x - 0 for every x g 0, T .T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6. Let assumptions 1 , 18 , and 19 hold. Then problem P
has exactly one positi¤e solution. This solution is an e¤en function with
XŽ .u x - 0 if x G 0.
Sketch of proof. Take T “ ‘ and let u be the solution of problemn n
Ž .P . By Lemma 5,Tn
Tn X 2 2u x q u x dx F K ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H n n
yTn
independently of n. Consider the extension of u to R that takes the valuen
w x0 in R_ yT , T and denote it by the same symbol. Arguing as in then n
2 Ž .proof of Theorem 3 we can derive that u “ u in C R .n loc
By Lemma 4, u attains its maximum at 0. Then, sincen
u 0 a 0 y b 0 u 0 y g 0 u2 0 s uY 0 F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n
it follows that
1r22yb 0 q b 0 q 4a 0 g 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
u 0 G s r ) 0Ž .n 12g 0Ž .
and, therefore,
u 0 G r ) 0.Ž . 1
Moreover, u is an even function that attains its only maximum at 0,
since the same holds for the functions u . Arguing as in the proof ofn
w x XŽ .Lemma 4 of Korman and Ouyang 6 , we easily obtain u x - 0 if x ) 0,
Ž .by differentiating Eq. I .
To prove uniqueness, observe that if u, ¤ are two solutions it follows
that
‘
2 2u¤ b x u y ¤ q g x u y ¤ dx s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
y‘
The existence]uniqueness theorem of the Cauchy problem and the last
Ž . Ž .identity imply that u x , ¤ x cannot be ordered and so they must inter-
Ž . Ž .sect. Two cases are possible: either u x and ¤ x have at least two
positive points of intersections or only one positive point of intersection. In
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both cases the proof continues as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Laser and
w xKorman 5 .
Ž . XŽ .To prove u "‘ s u "‘ s 0, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem
Ž .3, from 15 to the end.
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